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“Digital transformation
is a key focus area for
our group.”
Ingeborg Neumann
CEO

PEPPERMINT GROUP
Peppermint is an owner-operated group headquartered in Berlin. We are a medium-sized industrial
group that produces high quality and innovative fashion, technical and home textiles. We serve the
whole textile value chain from spinning yarns to weaving fabrics to printing and finishing textiles. The
majority of our products are made in Germany. Our philosophy is to always question what the present
provides in order to constantly develop and promote new innovations.
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Annual turnover		
Export			
Equity ratio			
Employees			
Locations			
In Germany 			

€90 million
€55 million
45%
750
6
4

SPINNING
In our spinning mill we develop
and manufacture high quality
and innovative yarn solutions for
the national and the international markets. Our core expertise lies in
the areas of transport and aerospace,
workwear, industrial, home textiles and
fashion.
We see ourselves as a comprehensive
centre of excellence in the area of
weaving and knitting yarns as we
design and manufacture our yarns in
close collaboration with our
customers, suppliers and machinery
manufacturers.
Furthermore we have a fully automated package dyeing machine that
allows us to conduct top and cross
wound bobbin dyeing. We also dye
individual yarn solutions for specific
customer requirements.
We focus on the whole process and
address the requirements of our
customers, from the first development
step to the finished product. This allows
us to create complex solutions that go
beyond the in-house operations.

WEAVING
As one of Europe’s leading weaving
companies we are able to develop
and produce fine and complex
jacquard fabrics that are used for
traditional clothing as well as
home textiles.
We manufacture our products with
an unlimited variety of designs and
fabric constructions. Damasks for
traditional African clothing and
home textiles for bed and table linen
are our core competences.
As we manufacture on customer
demand our clients enjoy the
privilege of exclusive designs and
copyrights. Besides raw fabric by the
metre, we also produce enhanced
fabrics according to our customers’
specifications.

PRINTING
Berlin is the location of our creative
design team and the city’s urban
dynamic vibes can be seen in our
COLOR COLLECTION. Our prints
and patterns are 100% “Designed in Berlin”.
We create and manufacture new designs at
a high frequency and always with the latest
trends from fast fashion to sophisticated
fashion in mind.
As professional textile printers we offer a
wide range of printing methods as well as
dyeing and finishing. We meet the highest
demands on printing and finishing and this
applies to all of our products from fashion
to home and technical textiles.
We can offer the following printing methods:
reactive, pigment and also discharge, dispersion, acid, burnout and direct printing with
vat dyes. Further, we realise special property
requirements for wet and dry enhancement.
We use up to 16 colours when printing with
classic rotary screens, resulting in the highest
manufacturing quality.
With our digital printing technology we are
able to print on all basic fabrics with thousands of color combinations and regardless
of pattern repeats. Pre-impregnating and
postwashing are included in our process as
well as drying, tightening and impregnating.
The printing methods are reactive and dispersion printing. In terms of speed of production
we are very fast and flexible.
One of our specialties is the combination
of the two printing methods mentioned
above. We are able to combine rotary and
digital printing in order to create totally
new designs.
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